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ORE 202- Ocean Technology (DP)         
SPRING 2016  

Tuesday and Thursday 1:30-2:45 pm 

 
‘Ocean Technology' is a non mathematical, no prerequisites introductory look at new 
marine technology and ocean engineering. This is basically a futures oriented survey 
course. Ocean Engineering is one of the few majors at UH where 100% of the 
graduates relatively easily get a job in the field after graduation. This is in part because 
new technology is revolutionizing the fields of ocean energy, mineral development, 
fishing, mariculture, transport, coastal usage and protection, ocean mapping, acoustics, 
and ocean instrumentation. The ocean covers 71% of the planet. We are rapidly 
developing the capability of utilizing it in ways never dreamed before. The opportunities 
and consequences of this ‘industrialization’ of the oceans are planetary in scope. For 
example, the implications of climate change overshadow many new developments 
forcing a growing competition between energy developments, demographic trends and 
planetary destruction by adverse sea level and climatic events. Understanding the 
coastal zone and preparing it for these adverse climatic changes top this list. Another 
example is the current energy revolution underway through hydraulic fracturing 
(fracking) which is transforming the North American economy (gas is now at the 
equivalent price of $15/barrel oil, cryogenic fracking techniques introduced in mid 2014 
have doubled production yield, manufacturing is moving back to the U.S., and the 
Middle East is becoming a less critical fossil fuel source). At the same time fossil fuel 
driven global warming is devastating the country with fires, floods, droughts, hurricanes 
etc.  We will consider these issues in this newly redesigned course and the role played 
by marine technology in understanding the ocean and mitigating some of the effects of 
the changes we will increasingly experience. 
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Examples of some of the technology to be discussed: 
 
 
 
 
Below: Submersible Launch, Recovery and Transport Platform designed at UH 
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· Vertical marine mining. A large-diameter drill using airlift technology, brings 

diamond-bearing gravels to the surface. The mined materials are transported 

vertically through a large-diameter riser pipe by the airlift principle. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Offshore diamonds mining vessel (left) and the subsea crawler (right) 

 

Offshore rock phosphate mining up to 500 m water depth 

Extensive exploration in the 1970s and 1980s identified a potential 100-year supply of 

phosphate for the New Zealand market. The deposits are comprised of nodules lying in 1 

meter of sandy silt at the seabed at relatively shallow depths. Chatham Rock Phosphate 

holds an exploration and mining license over an area off the coast of New Zealand in NZ 

territory that has significant seabed deposits of rock phosphate. The past years the market 

value of rock phosphate has substantial increased and Chatham Rock Phosphate is 

developing offshore extraction technology. Planning is to have the build completed and 

start in 4 to 5 years time. 

 

Deep-sea SMS mining up to 1,600 m water depth 

Since 1997 the mining world has closely watched the progress of the Canadian listed 

Nautilus Minerals Inc. (Nautilus). Nautilus strives to be the first commercial company to 

explore the ocean floor for polymetallic seafloor massive sulphide deposits. The company 

is developing a SMS deposit at a depth of around 1,600 meters in their Solwara 1 project 

in the territorial waters of Papua New Guinea.  Nautilus plans to use three remote-

controlled seafloor production crawlers that are intended to disaggregate and collect the 

rock. The material will be pumped as slurry through a 1.6 km steel riser pipe to a 

production support vessel above. A dewatering plant on the vessel will extract the excess 

water which will be returned via a pipeline to the seafloor. The mineralized material will 

be loaded onto barges for transfer to a shore based stockpile. 
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Fig. 1  Concept of buffer station in continuous mining 

 

collected during 15 minutes of mining, on average. A sediment-plume discharging 

function was included in the design of the buffer configuration as an eco-friendly measure. 

A screw-type auger was adopted for the feeding mechanism, which will assure the 

optimum volume concentration of ore in the riser pipe. Flow-meters, pressure sensors, 

cameras, gyro-compass, inclination sensors and a hydrophone are used to monitor and 

control the hydraulic actuators.  

The buffer is connected to the mining robot by a flexible conduit and the ores recovered 

by the mining robot are transferred to the buffer through a flexible hose. The flexible hose 

is connected with the inlet piping of the buffer via a universal joint.  

The disposal pipe of the feeder is connected to the riser pipeline in a manner that the 

pressure-head loss is minimized. The top-end of the buffer is connected with the riser pipe 

through a swivel joint in order to allow relative rotations with respect to the riser pipe.  

The design performance of the swivel joints was thoroughly investigated by using a multi-

body dynamic analysis tool. The stable settling of the ore in the storage tank and the 

discharge rate depending on feeder operation were tested in a basin at KRISO. The total 

weight of the constructed buffer station is about 11 tons in air.  
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fluids within the two-phase region of NaCl and H2O, and phase separation and segregation 

leads to the emanation of vapor phase fluids with strongly reduced chlorinity. Vent fluid 

compositions extrapolated to zero magnesium indicate a single fluid type below the 

Nifonea vent field, however, boiling processes and subsurface mixing with seawater and 

brine phases result in a compositional variability between adjacent smokers. The partly 

extremely low Cl content (< 60 mM) is accompanied by strong enrichments in volatile 

elements such as B. The alkali elements generally co-vary with Cl, however, chloride-

normalized ratios such as Li/Cl and K/Cl reveal only very limited water-rock interaction in 

the subseafloor of Nifonea, which is supported by the signature of rare earth elements 

(REE). Strongly Cl-depleted vapor phase fluids have been previously described from the 

East Pacific Rise (EPR, 9°N) only weeks after a volcanic event (Von Damm, 2000) and 

similarly, a recent magmatic event may have caused a shift towards higher temperatures of 

the Nifonea fluids. Overall, the geochemistry of the hydrothermal fluids from the Nifonea 

Vent Field is very unique, and adds to the high diversity of back-arc systems hydrothermal 

fluids. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Active vents 

and chimneys at the 

Nifonea field, 1,874 m 

water depth.  
Photo: ROV Kiel 6000, 

GEOMAR during cruise 

SO229. 

 


